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Attracting people of all ages, from all around the world, 
bowling continues to be a popular pastime—and a 
profitable business.

QubicaAMF has everything you need to transform your 
facility from a place to throw strikes and make spares—to 
a preferred destination.

Whether you’re opening a new facility, or modernizing 
an existing one, you won’t find a better partner than 
QubicaAMF.  No other company offers the breadth of 
products and solutions, or depth of experience.  And no 
one knows how to make your dreams a reality quite like 
we do.

Take a closer look at our:

•  Advanced scoring and multimedia systems designed to 
entertain every customer type

• Center management systems to improve your 
efficiency and profitability 

• The most innovative and reliable pinspotters, designed 
to make running your business easier

• The most durable and entertaining lanes to suit your 
business model 

• High-quality front end equipment and furniture to 
make playing more pleasurable for your bowlers

• House balls, rental shoes and pins that deliver comfort 
and record-setting scores

• A great mini-bowling solution to up your revenue-per-
square-foot

Turn to QubicaAMF to keep your business rolling.

QubicaAMF
Unlimited Possibilities

Proud supporter of 
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Scoring And Technology Solutions
Our Applications Work Together—To Set Your Business Apart 

Run your operations with pinpoint accuracy and efficiency. Dazzle customers with unique environments, games and 
stunning visuals. Boost return business by rewarding your best players. Offer a unique experience with every visit, reaching 
all types of bowlers. Make your birthday parties something they’ll tell their friends about. 

QubicaAMF makes all this possible—and more.

BES X
The newest, most innovative and world’s only, Bowler 
Entertainment System.

BES X Marketing Kits
Ready-made marketing kits. Everything you need to 
attract players and grow your business.

Conqueror Pro
Put customer service and satisfaction first with one 
management system throughout your center.

Conqueror POS
Managing transactions, simple and complex, and letting 
customers move seamlessly around your center has never 
been easier.

Multi-Media System (MMS)
Uses the scoring monitors and LCD touch screens to 
display advertising, waiting list information, price lists and 
scores from other lanes right on the bowler’s lane.

Trouble Call System (TCS)
An opportunity to show unparalleled customer service, 
speeding problem resolution times and preventing bowler 
frustration by informing technicians and bowlers when a 
problem occurs at the lane.

Bowler Consoles
Design and functionality that take bowler interaction and 
the on-lane experience to the next level. 

Conqueror Universal
Get the power of Conqueror Pro and its modules without 
changing your scoring system. 

Training and Marketing Solutions
Complete marketing and training programs designed to 
add a third dimension to your business. 

On-Lane Redemption 
Add a new revenue stream by spurring customers to play 
more and spend more.

Monitors
AccuVision LED monitors designed to dazzle and delight 
your players, providing unparalleled long term service.
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Did you know? 

Most people go bowling because they like to:

 Have fun

 Compete

 Relax

 Socialize

How powerful would it be if you were able to maximize every element of the bowling experience—to get more customers, 
increase their visit frequency, lineage and revenue?

Unlike any other automatic scoring system, BES X, the new Bowler Entertainment System, has been designed to take every 
aspect of what makes bowling appealing to people, to the next level… BES X delivers more fun, more ways to socialize and 
more competitive excitement—while making it easier, more comfortable and more relaxing for people of all ages.

BES X redefines the bowling experience by giving today’s customers what they want.

BES X  I   Redefine the bowling experience
 Grow your business

E    TREME FUN
FOR EVERYONE

E    CITING
COMPETITIVE PLAY

E    CEPTIONALLY EASY 
AND RELAXING

E    TENDED
SOCIAL REACH

1
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EXtreme fun for everyone
Having fun is the most important reason that brings people 
to bowling and entertainment centers. 

From engaging graphical environments to new and exciting, 
cutting-edge game formats, BES X ignites all your customer 
segments with fun designed specifically for each of them.

• Exclusive Mad Games - Shorter, easier, more fun and more 
profitable

• Exclusive YouToons - Watch your customers come to life 
and keep them engaged

• Exclusive Themed Birthday Parties - Celebrate more 
profitable days

• Exclusive The largest selection of on-demand 
environments, games and game formats - So much to 
offer, your bowlers may never leave

EXciting competitive play
The competitive element is a key component of the bowling 
experience.

Young or old. Expert or novice. Everyone likes to win. With a 
wide variety of features, thrilling games and environments 
offered nowhere else, BES X enhances competitive play at 
any level—fun or sport. 

• Exclusive Bowling Plus - Displays the top moments of the 
game, as it’s happening

• Exclusive Score Assist -  Helps bowlers improve their skills 
by familiarizing them with how to score the game

• Exclusive Adaptive Skill Level Games - Bowlers can choose 
their skill level, keeping the competition fair and exciting 
for everyone

• Exclusive Skill Games - Two new shorter games with a 
simpler score calculation, still offering that competitive 
challenge

• Exclusive On-Lane Live Statistics - Allows bowlers to review 
game statics on-lane, live and on-demand

• Exclusive Largest Selection of Classic Games, plus two - A 
complete set of eight classic variations on the traditional 
game

• Exclusive Complete Tournament Support - You won’t 
believe how smooth and easy tournaments will be for you 
and your staff

BES X  I   Redefine the bowling experience
 Grow your business
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EXtended social reach
People go bowling to socialize, but traditional scoring systems 
don’t allow them to extend their reach beyond the lanes. Let 
them share their experience with their social network and 
socialize with other people in the center, and you’ve made a 
“friend” for life.

BES X provides exciting ways for your customers to socialize 
with their on-lane companions, and “share” their experience.

• Exclusive Facebook® GameConnect - Put players in touch 
with their “friends”, right from the lanes

• Exclusive Lane Chatter - Allows bowlers to chat and text with 
other lanes, right from the LCD bowler console

An eXceptionally easy, comfortable and 
relaxing on-lane experience
It’s simple. People bowl because the experience is enjoyable, 
relaxing and worry-free. And they don’t bowl when it isn’t. 
That’s why we made sure BES X is the easiest and smartest 
system in the world to interact with, slashing the time 
customers spend trying to figure things out, and helping them 
stay focused on the game.

• Exclusive Virtual Waiter - Allows customers to order F&B 
from the lane through a video call on the LCD bowler console

• Exclusive Video Intercom - The world’s first video call system 
available on a bowling lane

• Exclusive SuperTouch LCD Console - Designed for extreme 
ease of use and offer a look and feel like you’ll find on the 
latest tablets and smartphones

• Exclusive EasyKey Keyboard Console - Clean and simple 
keyboards with intuitive navigation, so only the relevant keys 
light up 

• Exclusive LED Color Effects Lighting - Consoles project colors 
on the pedestal and surrounding floor, creating a fabulous 
effect in your center

• Exclusive Extend the Bowling Session from the Lane - 
Automatically prompt customers at the end of the game to 
extend their prepaid session, without leaving the lane

• Exclusive HD Signature Welcome Screens - As soon as the 
lane is opened, BES X displays all the information bowlers 
need to get to the right place 

BES X  I   Redefine the bowling experience
 Grow your business

Facebook® and            are registered Facebook trademarks.  
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Attracting players has never been so simple 
Growing your business and competing with all the consumer entertainment options is a big challenge. To succeed, 
centers like yours must continually reach out to attract and re-engage customers, while constantly improving the bowling 
experience itself.

Unleash eXtreme marketing power

BES X ready-made marketing kits

Colorful, powerful—and the first of their kind in the 
bowling industry, BES X Marketing Kits have everything 
you need to attract players, providing a simple yet 
comprehensive way to—

• Quickly launch exciting new marketing programs
• Target, reach and motivate all customer types
• Promote the great experience awaiting them with BES X
• Consistently communicate with customers—inside and 

outside your center
• Elevate the image of your center with ads, videos, web 

showcases and more
• Edge out the competition

All kinds of tools, for every kind of 
customer

BES X comes with six marketing kits to promote the arrival 
of the system and target all major consumer groups:

• BES X: Coming Soon 
• Kids and Birthday Parties
• Teens and Young Adults
• Corporate and Group Events
• Competitive Play
• Family Fun 

BES X Marketing Kits help you grow your business by 
reaching out to more customer segments—for more 
revenue and profits.

Each of the six marketing kits includes:
• How-To Promote Guides: Marketing ideas to make the 

most of your new system to a specific target audience
• Animated and static ads for MMS in-center monitors 

and SuperTouch bowler consoles
• In-center posters and banners
• Point-of-sale displays
• Print ads
• A plug-and-play showcase to promote BES X on your 

website
• Email campaigns
• Press releases
• Flyer templates
• Phone messages/DJ greetings
• Radio campaign language
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The world’s most scalable, upgradeable and fully integrated 
bowling center management system

Running a bowling center or Family Entertainment Center 
(FEC)  can be incredibly complex. To be successful you need 
visibility into your entire operation, and the tools to take 
control. You need Conqueror Pro from QubicaAMF.

Conqueror Pro gives you total control—from security to 
pricing to lane control. You can control every aspect of your 
business, even when you’re not there. It lets you recognize 
and reward your bowlers, simplify transactions and reduce 
wait time. But, most important, it empowers you to build 
customer relationships, and your business. 

Total Integration
From lanes to employees, remote center management 
to customized setup, all Conqueror Pro modules are fully 
integrated so you can deliver a complete non-stop bowling 
experience to your customers—with total peace of mind. 

Seamless Point of Sale (POS) Transactions
Conqueror Pro’s POS is fully PA-DSS compliant, an industry-
exclusive, has a user-friendly interface and total integration 
to ensure customers can enjoy attractions across your 
entire center with a single bill at checkout—making it easier 
for them to spend more in your facility. 

Frequent Bowler Tracker (FBT)
Conqueror Pro tracks and reports purchases and play 
habits, offering a powerful tool to build profitable customer 
relationships. Plus, features like gift card and member point 
collection management help reward loyalty and promote 
repeat visits.

Advanced Reservations
Through real-time interaction with lanes, local and web, 
plus the ability to manage deposits and payments, our fully 
integrated electronic booking system gives you the power 
to maximize lane usage—and profits.

Lane Control 
Our Lane Management module talks to your reservation 
system, waiting list, POS and more. So you’ll see the full 
status of your center at a glance—and have complete 
control at your fingertips.

Bowling Modes and Dynamic Pricing
Stop worrying if your staff is offering the right promotion 
at the right time. Conqueror Pro lets you link price keys 
and lane options to specific times or days of the week, and 
present unique deals for holidays and special events.

Automatic Internet Updates 
An industry-first, Conqueror Pro can ensure your  modules 
are running all the latest enhancements by downloading 
updates right off the internet. It’s one less thing for you to 
worry about.

Remote Center Management
Another Conqueror Pro exclusive. Manage your center 
even when you’re not there—with Conqueror Remote, 
which gives you secure system access through any Internet 
connection.
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Build a more profitable future with your existing scoring system

Want to harness the power and potential of Conqueror Pro without changing your existing scoring system?  
You can with Conqueror Universal. It’s a great step toward modernizing your center. And it’s an investment that stays with 
you as you grow. Total security and control to run your business the way you want to.

Conqueror Universal provides many of the same 
modules as Conqueror Pro, like—
 
• POS Seamless Transaction
• Frequent Bowler Tracker
• Advanced Reservations
• Bowling Modes and Dynamic Pricing
• Automatic Internet Updates
•  Remote Control and Configuration

 Plus, Conqueror Universal offers these great benefits:

Compatible With Legacy Scoring 
Systems

Conqueror Universal is compatible with AMF BOSS and 
AccuScore XL legacy scoring systems. No other system 
offers such wide compatibility.

Multi-Center Functionality

If you’re a multi-unit operator working with a variety of 
scoring, management and POS systems, Conqueror
Universal lets you use the same management system 
across your entire organization. Your headaches will
subside, and your operational efficiency will soar.
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Celebrate More Profitable Days

Exclusive Themed Birthday Parties
Every bowling center owner knows birthday parties are 
huge money-makers.  And BES X Themed Birthday Parties 
are one of the best ways to capitalize on this opportunity.  

Let your bowlers choose from three themed birthday 
parties all featuring dedicated graphical environments and 
games to best suit their celebration.  

Themed Birthday Party Environments: 
• Prehistorica 
• Fairy Tales 
• Oceano
• NEW BES X Birthday  

We also offer specific themed birthday training and 
marketing kits including table sets, fun boxes, posters, 
parent’s guide, promotional birthday elements and more, 
to set your center apart and offer the best birthday parties 
available in the industry.  Kids and their friends will love 
the party at your center.  Parents will enjoy how easy it 
is to host a great party.  And everyone will want to come 
back.
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Get onsite face-to-face instruction with Max Training
With our Max Training program, QubicaAMF will teach you everything you need to know to 
take full advantage of The Suite Spot programs, features and applications. A QubicaAMF Training 
Specialist will be there onsite to help you every step of the way.

Create massive buzz with our Virtual Marketing Manager
With our Virtual Marketing Manager your success is virtually assured. It’s a simple yet highly 
effective approach that helps you implement marketing plans, execute seamlessly and achieve 
profitable financial results—more quickly and easily.

Rewarding customers for their loyalty is one of the best ways to keep them coming back. And 
Players Club lets you do exactly that. A complete loyalty program, Players Club allows you to offer 
points customers can redeem for Play Cash, Gift Cards or themed merchandise in your center. 

Program includes: 
•  QubicaAMF marketing training and support
• Center Marketing Kit with posters, table tents,  direct mail and more
•  Players Club Cards and Merchandising Kit
•  Website Showcase 

Save them time and give your customers what they want: anytime, anywhere convenience. 
Integrated with your existing web site, the Web Reservations Solution lets you book, collect 
payment and drive promotions all online, 24/7, 365 days a year.

Program includes: 
•  QubicaAMF marketing training and support
• Center Marketing Kit with posters, table tents,  direct mail and more
•  Manager’s Training and Procedures Manual
•  Website Showcase

Start growing your business today

TRAINING
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Communicate with your customers and improve their 
experience, automatically

Customer service and machine maintenance made easier

During busy times, customers are added to the waiting list, but they’re unsure when it is their turn to bowl. Your pricing 
menus are complicated and a nightmare to update. Creating appealing in-center promotions is a difficult and time 
consuming task. 

We have the solution. The Multi-Media System solves the most important problems related to in-center communication, 
information display and management that can’t be met by any alternative.

Imagine: your center is full and your customers are having fun.  But suddenly a machine has a problem, your staff is busy 
and it takes too long to notify the technician.  

Sometimes, that’s all it takes for your reputation to take a hit and lose customers.  But it doesn’t have to be that way.  Not 
with the Trouble Call System (TCS) from QubicaAMF.

Easily communicate with your 
customers, automatically
Easily show content, automatically, so you have more time 
to focus on other aspects of your business and are sure 
the information you want to display will get noticed.

Various display options including static and animated 
advertising, videos, promotions and TV with sound. In-
center monitors make it easier for you to market your 
business more effectively. 

Easy to set up from your front desk system. Create 
endless ads, display waiting list or pricing information. 
Define what you want to show, set it up and MMS will do 
the rest. 

Automatic content rotation on the same monitor to 
increase your reach. Keep customers informed wherever 
they are in your center.

Keep your customers informed and 
improve their experience
Display relevant information and keep your customers 
informed in real-time, eliminating frustrations.

Real-time information like waiting lists, prices, scores 
from any lane and tournament standings—right where it’s 
needed, always current.

High graphical quality that translates into attractive 
promotions and easy to read layouts for your customers.

Once they’re in your center, how effectively you engage 
and communicate with customers is important for your 
success. From in-center marketing to pricing information, 
MMS delivers powerful real time content to monitors 
throughout your center, enhancing customer service 
for both open and league play customers—all while  
simplifying your center management.

We were first.  And ours is still the very best
Introduced in 2003, and constantly refined since, TCS is 
bowling’s first and only automated solution for customer 
service, technician support and management reporting.  
Infused with innovative QubicaAMF engineering, it’s 
designed to make bowling life easier for everyone.

Easier for customers to enjoy the game
TCS reduces their frustration, instantly advising them if a 
machine problem happens, and keeping them posted so 
they can restart the second the technician is done.

Automatic reporting provides live updates through 
animated exciters on the overhead monitors. And, they 
can report a problem right from the console. 

Easier for technicians to do their job
TCS automatically informs staff right when a problem 
occurs—and keeps them informed until it’s solved, 
allowing them to focus on solutions.

Mobile access lets the front desk notify technicians on 
their wireless handset—anywhere in your center.

With full control and communication, they can 
acknowledge the call directly from their handset, even 
control basic functions such as recycling the machine.

Improved safety.  To help protect the technician, TCS 
promptly advises bowlers when they have to stop, so they 
won’t throw the ball while the machine is being repaired.

Works with every machine.  TCS can be installed with 
machines supported by QubicaAMF scoring systems, 
including QubicaAMF/Qubica/AMF, Brunswick, Mendes, 
along with several others—even in mixed installations.

Easier for managers to oversee operations
TCS automatically keeps a detailed trouble call history 
with no extra effort required by you or your staff, allowing 
full visibility into machine performance.

Detailed and reliable. TCS keeps track of every issue that 
occurred—those reported directly by the machine, or 
manually entered by the front desk, technician or bowlers. 

Complete statistics let you check all relevant metrics, 
observe trends, and identify issues before they become 
problems.  You also have access to data for evaluating 
technician response times and performance.

Video Advertising Waiting List 

Full Screen TV Price Menu

League and Tournament Standings

Strike Challenge

PINSPOTTER

THE MECHANIC

PLAYER CONSOLEFRONT DESK

FRONT DESK THE CUSTOMERS

MECHANIC

ERRORS ENTER THE SYSTEM AND SIMULTANEOUSLY THE SYSTEM NOTIFIES TCS

The TCS 
contacts the 
mechanic via 
his wireless 
handset

Front Desk is 
advised that an 
error has been 
detected on a 
certain lane.

All details about the 
detected error, lane, 
source, and total 
downtime are saved 
in the TCS database

Via the scorer 
monitors, customers 
are advised that 
an error has been 
detected.
Customers are 
advised that 
the mechanic is 
working on the 
issue.

Customers are 
advised that it’s 
okay to continue.
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Exclusive SuperTouch LCD Bowler Consoles
SuperTouch give a real new purpose to on-lane touch screen consoles, beyond score 
corrections and name inputs. They offer a sleek, super-modern look and feel, with a built-in 
camera, just like you’ll find on the latest tablets and smartphones—and provide a user interface 
conceived for extreme ease of use. Along with access to innovations like the new YouToons, 
Facebook® GameConnect, Lane Chatter and Virtual Waiter, they also let bowlers review game 
statistics, individual standings, frame progression, and much more—all “live” and at their 
fingertips with a simple touch.

The attractive design, sophisticated functionality and simple user interface of the SuperTouch 
provide bowlers what they come to expect today and will dramatically improve the on-lane 
experience you provide to your customers.

Exclusive EasyKey Keyboard Consoles
Clean, simple and effective, with nothing between your players and incredible bowling. That’s 
what EasyKey keyboard consoles are all about. Their intuitive navigation ensures only relevant 
keys light up. Plus, they have a high-tech look and feel that makes anyone—pros or beginners—
actually want to interact with the scoring system.

Exclusive LED Color Effects
With the new LED Color Effects light feature, BES X consoles are capable of projecting over 16 
million colors on the pedestal and surrounding floor, creating a fabulous effect in your center. 
They also provide a sophisticated way to help your players find their way to their lane, after 
check in, fast. You have to see it to believe it!

BES X consoles design and functionality truly take bowler interaction and on-lane customer experience to the next level. 

Infused with high-tech engineering and designed to attract today’s bowlers, they come with simple yet powerful 
interactive screens featuring our exclusive SuperTouch and EasyKey technologies.

They’re also very rugged, take up little space and are designed to add so much to your bowlers’ experience and your 
center’s appeal.

Bowler Consoles
Put bowlers in touch with the best

Available Configurations
SuperTouch EasyKey

Lane - 2 consoles 
per pair of lanes

Lane - 2 consoles 
per pair of lanes

Pair - one console 
per pair of lanes

Twin - one 
console with 2 
keyboards per 
pair of lanes

Pair - one console 
per pair of lanes
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Redemption games are increasingly popular among today’s youth and open play bowlers, and are shown to increase key 
areas of your business including party business and F&B sales, along with open play bowling.

The On-Lane Redemption system by QubicaAMF is designed to integrate with the BES X and Conqueror Pro Management 
System, to provide a complete, customizable solution for managing your bowling center redemption activity. It’s a perfect 
complement to your existing redemption solution.

Total System Integration
To give you more revenue opportunities with fewer 
headaches, this system integrates with our Conqueror
Pro management system, and can issue tickets linked to all 
bowling games or events managed by all Qubica/QubicaAMF 
scoring systems. It also ties into our Trouble Call System (TCS), 
advising technicians and the front desk when a problem 
occurs, or if tickets need to be reloaded.

Smart, Easy Operation 
Our On-Lane Redemption system is well designed, fully 
automated and totally convenient. It holds 4,000 tickets, 
which means fewer visits from the front desk. And it’s also 
equipped with an LED that shows operational status.   

Full Payout Control with Detailed Reporting
Our On-Lane Redemption system also lets you set the 
equivalent value for tickets, and evaluate payout percentages 
versus revenue and much more.  It puts you in control.

Driving your business, one ticket at a time

“We have seen a large increase in bowlers using On-
Lane Redemption, then going directly into the game 
room to spend more time and money. 
Adding On-Lane Redemption is one of the best 
decisions we have ever made!”
Scott Devers, Mike Aubly’s Arrowhead Bowl, IN

The QubicaAMF Automation Systems, interfaces and 
superior control software allow total center control 
via Conqueror Pro. From billiard lights and automatic 
bumpers to glow lights and much more.

Automatic Bumper Interface  
Have interfaced bumpers go up and down by player so a 
family can bowl together. Bumpers can be assigned to any 
player from the front desk or bowler console.

Auto-Adjustment Scoring Camera
A matrix camera with Automatic Image Recognition means 
superior pin detection, accuracy and reliability. Camera 
image auto-adjustment can be performed from the front 
desk, with hassle-free automatic switching to black light. 
Previous camera image can be viewed at front desk.

TV/Video Systems And Adjustments 
Make TV/Video adjustments from the Conqueror Pro front 
desk, with pair-by-pair control of volume, color, brightness 
and contrast.

Sound Exciter Control 
Control sound exciter adjustments for animation and 
games from the Conqueror Pro front desk, with 
pair-by-pair control of volume.

At QubicaAMF, we develop our own hardware for the 
systems we sell. Unlike other manufacturers, we have 
full control of our development and production process, 
for both hardware and software. This winning approach 
leads to improved reliability, stability and longevity for our 
products.

No Hard Drive 
Our Bowler Entertainment System has no hard drive, 
instead we use state-of-the-art flash memory. This 
drastically improves reliability, as hard drives are one of 
the elements of scoring systems most frequently subject 
to failure.

No Fan / No Moving Parts 
Fans or moving parts may break sometimes. The superior 
technology of BES X eliminates the need for fans and 
other moving parts on the electronic board. This 
translates into fewer parts that can break and increased 
reliability.

Power-Loss Protection 
Scores store directly in the flash memory, further 
protected by backup battery. If power is lost you have no 
problems. Scoring data and information will be preserved, 
and the game can continue after power comes back.

Stand-Alone Operation 
Should communication be lost with the front desk, scorers 
can be switched to stand-alone mode.

System Diagnostics Self-Test 
On start-up, the system checks every device andreports 
any problem that has been detected.

Dual Ball-Detecting Sensors 
This patented system provides the most 
accurate ball speed, automatic 
pinspotter triggering 
based on ball 
speed, and better 
displays an alert.

Automation System System Hardware
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The only long-term display solution built exclusively
for bowling centers

It’s the best long-term solution 
for your center

Enjoy a better return on investment, more convenience and 
greater peace of mind thanks to:

Commercial-grade engineering  
Ensures longer life, quicker repairs and less down time which 
increases center profitability. 

A consistent appearance  
A clean, elegant design from year-to-year eases replacement 
concerns.

Forward compatibility  
With industry-standard display modes and integration with 
QubicaAMF scoring systems.

Easy exchange and repairs  
We stand behind what we sell, stock commonly used parts, and 
offer rebuilds to limit your downtime.*

*Valid only for USA Accuvision

LED Technology
The latest technology for LCD displays. The 42” features full 
HD capability, is 40% lighter and 60% thinner than a traditional 
LCD. Both the 32” and 42” consume as much as 60% less power, 
offer a contrast ratio 10X higher, more saturated colors and 
provide a brighter, cleaner image. Now available in 47” and 55”.

It’s built exclusively  for bowling centers

Legacy scoring system compatibility  
You’ll enjoy seamless implementation with the most popular 
Qubica, AMF and Brunswick systems.

End-to-end QubicaAMF convenience   
You make just one call for quick and professional warranty and 
support requests.

An elegant, professional design  
Unlike off-the-shelf consumer monitors.

Clean, safe and professional installation  
—thanks to a dedicated enclosure for the video conversion unit.

1 Support brackets are compatible with most brands of monitors. 
2 Applicable only to scoring systems offering these features. 

AccuVision monitors are not available in all markets, in which case products of equivalent quality and features will be available.
Dimensions and configurations may differ from those shown. 

Offering top-of-class video conversion, commercial-grade AccuVision monitors are the smart way to give your bowling 
center that modern look customers expect, reduce costly downtime, and enjoy single-source convenience with QubicaAMF.  

Legacy Program

A Complete Upgrade Package 
Get maximum entertainment value—and a great deal—by 
purchasing our stunning AccuVision monitors, video conversion 
kits and supporting brackets together.

Video Conversion Kit And Support Brackets  
Keep your center from looking cluttered after purchasing your 
own monitors. Our Video Conversion Kit and Support Brackets1 
will keep your bowlers from being distracted by a “jungle” 
of overhead wires and hardware. Our special brackets and 
enclosures provide a clean display. 

Support
QubicaAMF conversion units use HDMI, the most popular 
audio/video connection type, supporting both sound and direct 
monitor control.

QubicaAMF offers three smart options when upgrading to new monitors—one just right for your center, your vision, and your budget:

Video Conversion Kit Only
Buying your own monitors? Get our Video Conversion Kit by 
itself to ensure you’ll get the utmost from your scoring system—
including drink light and sound support, automated power on/
off, plus enhanced TV control2.

*  32”, 42” and 47” LED monitors also available in EMEA
** 55” not available in EMEA

If you wish, you can also install your own monitors, TVs or projectors.
BES X works with the majority of the display devices on the market today.
(Note: Monitor specifications may differ from country to country)

QUBICAAMF
ACCUVISION LED 32”*

QUBICAAMF
ACCUVISION LED 42”*

Single wall-mounting
One-monitor application
Two-monitor application
Three-monitor application

Single wall-mounting
One-monitor application
Two-monitor application
Three-monitor application

LED 47" AND LED 55" ALSO AVAILABLE FROM QUBICAAMF 
WITH ONE- OR TWO-MONITOR APPLICATION**.
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Pinspotters

Pinspotters do much more than their name implies. They 
impact the efficiency of your operation, set the pace of 
play, and drive the overall satisfaction of your bowlers.    

So make sure you go with QubicaAMF.

We have a solution to meet your 
specific needs:

•  XLi EDGE Pinspotter
•  TMS Ten Pin String Pinspotter
•  Pinspotter Upgrade Kits
•  SmartGuard Safety System
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The only pinspotter designed to make your business easier 

We’ve spoken with hundreds of technicians, proprietors 
and investors about today’s bowling business and 
identified the most prevalent market problems around 
pinspotters—from challenges related to training staff to 
increasing costs of older machines to the importance of a 
better experience to keep players coming back. 

In response, we’ve developed the XLi EDGE. The most 
advanced pinspotter ever and the only pinspotter 
designed to make your business easier. 

Easier for You

because it’s the most cost effective pinspotter to operate, 
so you have more money to focus on marketing your 
business or add to your bottom line.

• Exclusive Patented EDGE Performance Lift and Cam
 Delivers the best Frames Per Stop (FPS) performance 

in the industry, requiring less staff to operate, so you 
save money.

• Exclusive Durabin
 Unlike other machines—stores pins so they don’t 

continuously cycle through the machine. You save 
money because pins last longer and fewer pins are 
needed.

• Exclusive Energy-Efficient Electronics and Automatic 
Shutdown

 Conserves electricity, keeping your operating costs 
down so you save money.

• Exclusive Fewer Wear Parts
 You spend less annually on replacement parts to 

maintain the machines. 

Easier for Your Staff

because its’ simple to learn, to operate and to maintain.

• Exclusive EDGE Video Training Tool
 Makes learning the critical machine adjustments easy 

for technicians—you won’t find it anywhere else.
• Exclusive Fewest Critical Adjustments
 There are fewer things to learn and to maintain 

so staff time can be used for other areas of the 
business.

• Exclusive Open & Modular Design
 The XLi EDGE is open and easy to work on—making it 

efficient for technicians to do their job.
• Exclusive Keeps Staff Informed1

 Staff is automatically notified of any interruption in 
bowler play and can respond quickly. With system 
generated reporting, you have accurate data to 
improve maintenance effectiveness and lower 
operating costs.

Easier for Your Customers

because they have a better experience in your center and 
are more likely to return. 

• Exclusive Quietest Operation
 Your customers don’t hear the machines running, 

making for a more pleasant environment in your 
center.

• Exclusive Keeps Customers Informed1

 If a problem occurs during play, customers are 
updated on the scoring monitor and notified 
when it’s okay to bowl again—making for a better 
experience.

• Exclusive Unmatched Reliability
 Your customers are not kept waiting for the 

pinspotter to set pins or for their balls to be returned.

“The XLi EDGE pinspotters are much more 
reliable...we no longer use a contract mechanic, 
and have saved about $15,000 a year in parts 
and out of pocket labor expenses.”
Billy Frederick, Managing Partner, Chalet Bowl 
& 26th St. Café Tacoma, Washington

“With the EDGE Performance Lift the access to 
the pinspotter is very open and it’s a lot more 
comfortable to work on the machine.”
Stan Anderson, Head Technician, Mountain Run 
Bowling Center Culpeper, Virginia

Distributor with new EDGE Performance Cam

Sample illustrations from the EDGE Video Training Tool showing the adjustment of the shuttle rod on the pinspotter.

1 When used in conjunction with QubicaAMF scoring and management systems.
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The only string pinspotter based on today’s technology

Fortunately, there’s the TMS String Pinspotter from 
QubicaAMF, offering—

A better bowling experience
—thanks to an innovative design based on today’s 
technology. The bowling experience on a TMS pinspotter 
is better than any other string pinspotter.

Exclusive tangle reducer pin attachment system
This new advancement reduces the frequency of tangles 
by over 500% compared to other string machines.

Exclusive low string resistance pin fall detection
The pin fall detection system results in less restriction on 
string movement for pin action that is much closer to that 
of a traditional free-fall pinspotter.

Exclusive dual-action pin detangle system
The most effective of its kind available, it combines two 
separate actions to resolve pin tangles.

Exclusive Full TCS integration
Used with QubicaAMF scoring and management systems, 
the TMS notifies technicians automatically and keeps 
bowlers informed through the TCS (Trouble Call System).

Easier operation 
Learning, operating and maintaining the TMS String 
Pinspotter is far easier than with other string pinspotters 
on the market.

Exclusive Modern user interface
Your technicians will have full control through a keypad 
and LCD display at the front of the machine pair.

Exclusive Integrated diagnostics
The TMS control box monitors all functions of the 
pinspotter for quick troubleshooting and minimal 
downtime.

Fewer mechanical adjustments
—mean less time spent on maintenance.

Better reliability 
Parts last longer.  Maintenance costs are lower.  And you’ll 
have more money to invest in your business.

Exclusive 100% solid state sensors and electronics
Sensors and electronic components last longer so you  
save money in replacement parts.

Exclusive Variable speed and torque drive
—optimizes machine efficiency and minimizes wear on 

machine components, so they 
last longer.

Exclusive Premium-
quality components and 
construction
The TMS String Pinspotter 
is made with heavy-gauge 
components, a top-quality 
drive system, and state-of-
the-art electronics. Built 
better than other string 
pinspotters to handle higher 
lineage as your business 
grows.

String pinspotters are a great alternative to traditional free-fall pinspotters for entertainment based bowling facilities.

Variable speed and torque drive system Tangle reducer pin 
attachment system 

Exclusive Machine Control 
with LCD Display
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EDGE Pinspotter Upgrade 
Boost your pinspotter reliability by thousands of frames-per-stop 

An EDGE Upgrade may be the answer.  It’s often the 
best way to eliminate pin-handling problems and save 
maintenance costs, while keeping both your bowlers and 
technicians happier with—

Unprecedented Performance 
Reliability

EDGE Upgrades eliminate virtually all pin-handling and 
pin-feed issues, giving your staff more time to add value to 
other areas of your business.

Patented EDGE Performance Lift
This innovation puts pins in a perfect orientation—for far 
fewer pile-ups.

EDGE Cam for Durabin
It’s designed to work with the Durabin pin storage system 
to deliver optimal placement of pins in the Durabin pin 
pockets for fewer pin pile-ups.   

EDGE Shuttle Rod
Its strong spring improves shuttle motion, helping to 
prevent double-shuttling and pin jams.

Easier and Safer Operation and 
Maintenance

With fewer adjustments, better machine access 
and quieter operation, the EDGE Upgrade can make 
maintenance more efficient.

Fewer Adjustments 
The new EDGE lift eliminates seven adjustments required 
with the steel pinwheel system.

Easier Access 
The EDGE Performance Lift has an open, modular design 
for better access to the rear and pit areas.

Ladder with Handrails
This great feature makes it safer and easier for your 
technicians to access the top of the machines.

Quieter Operation
The EDGE Performance Lift is 7 to 8 dB(A) quieter on 
average than the steel pinwheel system.

Longer Pin Life

EDGE Upgrades eliminate areas where pin damage can 
occur with the pinwheel and steel bin system.  Pins last 
longer.  And you save money.

No Metal Parts
All the metal parts associated with the old steel pinwheel 
pin handling system that could damage the pins are 
eliminated.

Durabin with Optical Switch
This one-piece bin has no metal parts to damage pins.  
Plus, unlike a mechanical one, the optical switch does not 
contact and wear pin heads.

Your pinspotters can make or break your operation. But do pin-feed issues, pin pile-ups, double-shuttling or pin jams have 
your staff running ragged—instead of focusing on other areas of your business?

EDGE Pinspotter Upgrade with Durabin - Upgrade Contents

Durabin Durabin Optical LED Bin Switch

Available for: 

82-70 XL   /   82-70 XLi

82-90 XL   /   82-90 XLi
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Pinspotter Upgrades 
Eliminate the electrical problems with your older pinspotters

Greater Electrical Reliability 
No more struggling with pinspotter downtime and wasting 
resources troubleshooting electrical issues as a result of old 
and unreliable wiring and electrical components.

Electronics based on today’s technology
The XLi Upgrade replaces all of the old electronics on 
existing pinspotters—including wiring, solenoids, motors, 
control chassis and more.

Back-end motor rotation (70 XLi Upgrade only)
To keep pins from falling onto and damaging the motor, we 
rotate it 90 degrees.

Back-end motor overload protection
After an XLi Upgrade, the control chassis constantly 
monitors the back-end motor current, and will shut down 
the pinspotter if a jam occurs that could damage the motor.

Easier Operation and Maintenance
With modern machine control and the elimination of six 
mechanical adjustments, your pinspotters will be easier for 
technicians to use, saving time and money.

XLi machine control with LCD display
Your technicians will have easier access to the machine and 
its settings through a keypad and LCD display at the rear of 
the machine pair, and from the front with a handheld unit.

Integrated diagnostics
The new XLi control chassis monitors major machine 
functions and displays any issues or warnings on the LCD 
display, which saves troubleshooting time.

Table and sweep encoders
Mechanical cams and switches are replaced with encoders 
that allow the table and sweep position and motion to be 
controlled by the XLi chassis.  

Improved Pinspotter Safety
Helps to make the working environment safer for your staff. 

Emergency stops
These are added to the front and rear of each pair of 
pinspotters to give  technicians a quick and safe way to stop 
them in the case of emergency.

If you’re experiencing electrical problems on older model pinspotters, that means more downtime, more maintenance 
and, most impactful to your business, more dissatisfied bowlers.  That’s why you should consider an XLi Upgrade from 
QubicaAMF.  

You and your technicians will enjoy—

XLi Pinspotter Upgrade for 82-70 Pinspotters - Upgrade Contents

XLi Pinspotter Upgrade for 82-90 Pinspotters - Upgrade Contents

Available for: 

82-70 Pinspotters

82-90 Pinspotters

Durabin Upgrade Kit
Simplify your pinspotter by 
eliminating all of the parts that 
go along with your older bin 
assemblies. The Durabin is a 
one-piece bin solution that 
reduces maintenance and is 
easier on pins.

Gripper Positive Ball Lift 
Upgrade Kit
Tired of fighting ball return 
issues with your old ball return 
system? The Gripper can help.  

It is our most reliable ball return 
system and helps ensure your 
customers won’t be kept waiting 
for their balls to come back, 
even in the heaviest of lane oil 
conditions.
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Pinspotter compliance made easy 

Easy For You

Meets All CE Requirements 
You can rest assured the equipment is safe and in 
compliance with the European Union regulations.

Easy for Your Staff
 
Exclusive Most Transparent Guarding
The technician can safely view all parts of the machine 
operation and see what is happening.

Exclusive Patented Single Level Platform 
Technician has unobstructed, safe access, on top of the 
machines and room to walk and work.

Exclusive LED Status Indicators
The technician can see at a glimpse if there is a problem 
with any interlock guard sensors, and if so, which 
sensors—making for quick and easy diagnostics.

Interlocked Guarding at all Key Access Areas
The technician can quickly and safely access all key 
pinspotter areas—no tools required.

Easy for Your Customers

Exclusive Pin Retrieval Tool
It is the only pinspotter safety system where the most 
common pinspotter issues can safely be resolved without 
machine shut-down that would interrupt bowler play.

Availability: 

- On new XLi EDGE Pinspotters
- As an upgrade to 82-90XL Pinspotters
- As an upgrade to 82-70 Pinspotters

For XLi EDGE pinspotters sold in the European Union, the state-of-the-art SmartGuard pinspotter safety system is required 
and included. The SmartGuard Safety System is pinspotter compliance made easy. It is easy for you, easy for your staff and 
easy for your customers. Here’s why: 
 

“Working with the SmartGuard system on our 
pinspotters has been great. It is easy to use and very 
reliable.”

Mr. Jens, Technician, Odense Bowling Center, Denmark

Pin Retrieval Tool

LED Status Indicators

Patented Single Level Walkway Platform

Interlock Guard Sensor

Step Ladder Into Machine

SmartGuard™ Safety System
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Install QubicaAMF lanes and lane products and great 
things start to happen:  

Your center will look bright and inviting.  Casual bowlers 
will rave.  Competitive bowlers will love the optimal 
ball reaction, increased pin fall and higher scores.  
Maintenance headaches and costs will drop.  What’s more, 
you’ll have peace of mind and more money to grow your 
business.  

QubicaAMF has been making the most durable synthetic 
lanes for over four decades, with over 60,000 installed 
worldwide.  And we deliver the essentials you need to 
prosper.
 
• SPL II Lanes™
• MAD Lanes™
• Harmony Color Options
• DuraBowl Bumpers
• Radaray Foul Detectors
• EZ Touch Lane Machine
• Summit S-Series Lane Machine
 

Put your bowlers - and your 
business - on the path to 
greatness

SPL Lanes with Glow Tracks
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SPLII Lanes

The world’s most durable high performance 
bowling lane system

SPL II lanes from QubicaAMF solve many of today’s most 
critical bowling center needs, standing apart as—  

The most durable lane system
SPL II lanes last longer and cost less to own, leaving you 
with more money to drive your business.

Exclusive NEW phenolic material formulation
Unique to SPL II, it provides better impact resistance and 
less lane panel flexing so panels are more durable.

Exclusive overlap pin deck
The pin deck can’t shift position over time and become 
damaged from balls and pins.

Exclusive Lane Replacement Process
The QubicaAMF replacement process maximizes structural 
integrity in the worst areas of the old lane, and provides 
the best surface on which to install new synthetic lanes.

Best panel configuration
With SPL II, there are no joints in the ball impact zone or 
bowler slide area—for a longer lasting, more trouble-free 
lane.

Integrated Caution Message
The surface of the lane beyond the foul line is slippery, 
creating a risk of injury for the bowler and liability for the 
center. The integrated Caution Message is permanent and 
visible, solving the problem-without the need to replace 
stickers.  

The best surface for scoring
Because oil patterns last longer with SPL II, bowling 
conditions are more consistent, leading to higher scores, 
happier bowlers and more business.

Exclusive Highest Surface Energy  
An exclusive Brush Finish holds oil patterns better than 
anything else on the market.

Highest friction lane surface
The higher friction lane surface of SPL II means balls react 
better leading to better scores and more satisfied players. 

UltraSlide Textured Approach
The surface roughness of UltraSlide is designed to mimic 
real wood, making for better sliding and fewer issues with 
sticky approaches.

The best looking synthetic lane 
available
The rich authentic maple wood look and sleek Glow Track 
effect of SPL II Lanes will make your center more attractive 
to today’s consumers.

Warm maple wood appearance
Mimicking real wood, SPL II lanes give your whole center a 
clean, rich, high-end look.

Glow Track effect
Creates visual interest for casual bowlers, provides 
guidance to help them bowl better, and enhances lane 
lighting effects.

Old wooden lanes and first generation synthetic lanes present a myriad of problems for bowling centers.  First, wood 
lanes may look bad, with feathering, oil soaking, ball dents, broken boards and more.  Between re-surfacing, coating 
and patching, maintenance costs soar.  Plus, as they become thinner they lose their structural integrity. First generation 
synthetic lanes may look bad because the protective layer is worn out, scoring performance may be poor, and 
maintenance costs may be high because of cracked and worn panels needing replacement.
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MAD LANES
The coolest lanes on earth

Are you fighting lane maintenance issues? Are you looking for cool ways to grow your family and open play business—and 
ways to keep existing open play customers excited and coming back for more? 

If so, take a look at MAD Lanes. Lanes can create major excitement, attracting and keeping players coming back for more fun.
With the new Harmony Color Options, you can choose from five exciting lane color options, plus our two glow patterns, or 
mix them in your center for added uniqueness.
Only MAD Lanes with the vibrant Harmony Color Options are designed to complement your Harmony furniture, ball return 
and masking graphics to provide a coordinated look across your entire center.

Only MAD Lanes offer: 

Best Visual Impact
Vibrant Glow Designs
Visually exciting on-lane bowling experiences that families 
and casual bowlers will love. 

Glow Patterns on Approach
The glow patterns continue onto the approach for added 
excitement.

Two Glow Patterns to Choose
You can choose from two exciting patterns, or mix them in 
your center for added uniqueness and excitement.

Harmony Colored Lanes
To provide a coordinated look across your center, MAD 
Lanes are available in 5 vibrant Harmony color options.

Exceptional Durability
No Joint In Ball Impact Zone  
The first joint in a MAD lane is out of the normal ball impact 
zone, minimizing the chance of joint separation. 

Exclusive Overlap Pin Deck
MAD lanes use an exclusive overlap pin deck design. This 
prevents shifting and lane panel damage. 

Optimal Installation Process 
We always replace the worn ball impact section of your old 
lane with a new solid underlayment, ensuring the longevity 
of the lane installation.  

Great Performance 
Distinguishable Board Line Pattern
The distinguishable board lines on MAD lanes help your 
bowlers aim and target better so they knock down more 
pins.

Textured Approach
The MAD textured approach replicates closely the 
characteristics of a real wooden approach, reducing 
“sticking” and ensuring a better experience for your 
bowlers.

Seamless Bowler Slide Area
The MAD textured approach does not have any seams in 
the bowler slide area, so there is nothing to disrupt or trip 
the bowler, or show unsightly wear over time.
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Lane Accessories

Durabowl Bumpers

Ideal for kids, birthday parties, or players who just want to 
have fun. Our DuraBowl Bumpers have proven themselves 
as the industry standard for over a decade. 

They’re built with heavy-gauge steel uprights and base. 
Plus, their reliable pneumatic auto-opening mechanism 
is virtually maintenance-free. They take fun and 
functionality to the next level.

Outstanding Durability
High-strength DuraBowl Bumper rails last longer and 
provide a livelier bounce than others on the market. 
That means more action for your bowlers and a smarter 
investment for you.

Bowler Activated Response
DuraBowl Bumpers can be activated by lane from the 
front desk, or by the bowler from the scoring console. So 
it’s easy to give parties with players of different skill levels 
the bumper control flexibility they need.

Color Selection 
DuraBowl Bumper rails and gutters come in brown or gray 
to compliment your existing décor. They not only add 
functionality to your lanes, but style to your venue.

Xtreme Bumper Light Upgrade
Thrill your bowlers and add life to open play with this 
colorful enhancement. These lights are not only super-
durable and easy to maintain, but work with the bumpers 
up or down.

Radaray Foul Detectors 

QubicaAMF’s Radaray Plus and Radaray XLi are the world’s 
most trouble-free, cost-effective foul detectors. Both 
Radaray models are low power users, so they save you 
money.

And both have the features you want and need: 
•  Install easily on top of the approach and align quickly.
•  The Radaray XLi is designed specifically to work with XLi 

pinspotters. The Radaray Plus is designed to work with 
all other pinspotter machines.

•  Unit covers include LED foul indicators.
• Not sensitive to ambient light or dust particles, 

eliminating false triggers.
•  Virtually maintenance-free.

Radaray plus
foul detector and 
reflector

Xtreme Bumper Lights 
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The smartest choice for centers of 16 lanes or less

Now there’s a better choice—EZ Touch from QubicaAMF.  

Easiest to learn and operate
EZ Touch is super easy to learn and run.  So you won’t 
have to spend money on a dedicated lane maintenance 
technician or head mechanic.  

A NEW touch interface makes the machine incredibly 
simple to operate—for any skill level.

Preprogramming eliminates the time and trouble of 
changing lane oil patterns.  You just push a button. 

A lightweight design. EZ Touch is the lightest machine on 
the market today.  Anyone can maneuver and lift it.

Far less expensive to purchase and 
maintain
EZ Touch is a very economical solution with a low total 
cost of ownership.  And it also saves labor costs by 
automating what you might be doing by hand or less 
efficiently now. 

Low purchase price.  The nearest competitor’s machine 
costs 50% more.  
No installation is required.  So there are no upfront fees.
No cleaning cloth is required, saving you thousands of 
dollars over the years.
Fewer adjustments and fewer parts mean less 
maintenance.

All-in-one convenience
EZ Touch has everything you need to take care of your 
lanes—and all types of bowlers.  It protects one of your 
biggest investments as well as machines costing three 
times as much.

Patterns for any bowler.  EZ Touch lets you condition your 
lanes for recreational, league and tournament players.  It 
also has a clean only program.

High output allows EZ Touch to apply over 100 units 
(30 ml) for maximum lane protection under the most 
demanding conditions. 

Multiple run capabilities let this versatile machine lay 
down up to four coats of oil for superior control and lane 
protection.

High speed.  It only takes a minute for EZ Touch to clean 
and oil a lane.
High scoring.  EZ Touch is preprogrammed with the 
highest scoring USBC/WTBA legal programs available.

And the best part?  EZ Touch is guaranteed by QubicaAMF, 
the market leader. So you know you’ll be getting a 
machine that will last for years, and keep your lanes in the 
best possible shape.

Do you own or manage a smaller center and find yourself doing the lanes by hand?  Perhaps you use outdated equipment 
that doesn’t clean properly, or apply enough oil for today’s bowling balls?

Fast. Reliable. Economical. Consistent.
The Summit S-Series can accurately apply more than 100 units 
of conditioner per lane in less than two minutes. No longer will 
you have to condition your lanes twice a day.

The all variable spray system will clean your lanes faster and 
better, no matter how much oil is on the lanes. And, the 
patented conditioning technology offers a wide variety of 
conditioning patterns to please every type of bowler. The 
bottom-line?

The Summit S-Series makes your cleaning and conditioning 
easier, faster and much more efficient.
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Exclusive Turnkey Front End Solution
Only Harmony provides endless furniture arrangements 
for on-lane and concourse areas, masking graphics, 
exciting lane patterns and hood and racks in coordinated 
color combinations, so you can build effective solutions 
and layouts to fit the unique style of your center.

Exclusive Three Coordinated Seating Styles
Harmony exclusively features Infinity, Synergy and Energy 
seating collections.
 
Exclusive Harmony Ball Return System
The Harmony Hood and Rack system is the safest and 
most compact and stylish solution ever seen on a bowling 
lane.
 
Exclusive Harmony Masking Collection
Designed to complement our Harmony furniture and ball 
return lines, the Harmony Masking Collection features 
cool new graphics.
 
Exclusive Mad Lanes
Only MAD Lanes with the vibrant Harmony color options 
are designed to provide a coordinated look across your 
entire center.

Front End Products
Give your players an unforgettable 
experience—again and again!

Harmony
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As a result of extensive market research, a new process 
for product innovation and over three years of R&D 
investments, QubicaAMF is very proud to introduce 
Harmony, the newest, most innovative furniture line 
on the market. It is also the world’s only total front-end 
turnkey solution designed with you and your business in 
mind.

There are many furniture lines on the market that bowling 
centers could choose.
But the only solution on the market specifically designed 
to fit your entire front-end area  and only Harmony is 
uniquely designed to address three core needs that 
today’s centers face:

• to match your vision, style and center needs better 
than creating your own custom furniture

• to accommodate your diverse customer’s needs while 
maximizing their comfort and experience

• to make maintenance easy and cost effective, ensuring 
that your investment will last

Most important, Harmony is exclusively designed to 
deliver the style, flexibility and functionality you envision 
to take your business to the next level—delivering an 
experience far beyond your customer’s expectations and 
driving your revenue.

Harmony provides endless furniture elements for 
on-lane and concourse areas, masking graphics, exciting 
lane patterns and hood and racks in coordinated color 
combinations, so you can build effective solutions and 
layouts to fit the unique style of your center.

Designed for Bowling.
Designed for You. 

The world’s only front-end solution designed 
with you and your business in mind 
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Building blocks to fit your space and meet your needs.

The Harmony Infinity Collection features a series of pre-configured sofa arrangements of various sizes and shapes. This 
modular approach gives you “building blocks” that can be combined in a number of ways to fit your unique space.

Three unique shapes. Endless Configurations.  
The Harmony Infinity Collection includes three different-shaped design elements that give you total freedom to build the 
exact settee arrangement you need.

Discover—
• Distinctive styling that lends a sophisticated look

• A versatile modular design for a multitude of settee 
layouts

• Striking color combinations to make your center 
stand apart

Infinity Collection Applications
• Bowling Center VIP lanes or High-End Boutique centers

• Centers with high focus on the “group business”, 
including birthday parties, group and corporate events. 
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Reconfigure. Rearrange. Repurpose.
Customize their event. Grow your business.

Want to boost your corporate and group events business? Want to offer a very social and unique team building experience 
to your customers?

Only Harmony is designed to make your center stand out and help you develop this profitable segment of todays’ business.

Harmony furniture can easily be re-arranged by your staff as needed to accommodate different layouts with enlarged 
settee allowances spanning groups of lanes. The perfect solution to make your corporate and group event business the 
talk of your area and attract new customers.

It is the only bowling furniture on the market that can make that claim. It only takes minutes.

And it is only available from QubicaAMF, the world’s foremost bowling innovator.

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER
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A synergy of quality, comfort, space and style.

Are you worried about the durability and maintenance of commodity sofas? Or, do you simply not have enough space in 
your settee area?

Our Synergy Collection provides top of the line quality, style and comfort with a smaller footprint and price tag than the 
Infinity Collection.

Synergy is the first and only upholstered seat bench solution made by a bowling company for the tough bowling 
environment. A great alternative to sofas and traditional bowling seats.

Our Synergy Collection features a full set of configurations 
offering:

• More comfort for your customers so they stay longer
• More space for your customers to move around in the 

settee area and enjoy the experience
• A smaller footprint than sofas, to give you even more 

flexibility
• Greater affordability than many sofa sets on the market
• Easiest maintenance with replaceable wear items, 

synthetic seat material and cleanable stain-resistant, 
surfaces—so it is designed to last

Synergy Collection Applications
• Centers that want to provide a more modern and 

comfortable version of the traditional on-lane 
configuration

• Centers that have limited space available for sofas
• Centers that want a good looking and comfortable 

solution at a lower price than a sofa
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Bowling’s most hard-working, hard-wearing furniture.

Energy is the evolution of the traditional plastic and gray bowling furniture. And, it is the best available solution if you’re 
looking for a wood finish look, with superior durability and scratch resistance.

Offering superior versatility and value, the Harmony Energy Collection features durable seat benches, chairs and stools, 
built on a solid metal structure with tough, yet attractive, laminate seating available in 9 solid colors or wood-like finishing.

Discover—
• Modern look over the traditional gray plastic bowling 

furniture at the same price range
• Three wood-like finishes to match your taste and save 

you money versus most wood seats available
• Six solid colors to match your center’s color palette
• Extremely durable with superior scratch-resistance 

versus wood seats, and even plastic bowling furniture, to 
make your investment last

• Easier cleaning to save time and money

Energy Collection Applications
• Settee area of traditional, Hybrid and FEC centers
• Concourse area of any type of center
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Tables and ball racks, laminate tops and shelves uniquely made of metal structure and higher quality laminate material.
The result is easy maintenance, scratch resistance, durable and affordable furniture products made for bowling 
environment. Available in a choice of solid colors or wood like finishing Harmony Furniture collection is perfect for every 
area of any type of center, including high-end centers.

On-Lane Ball Rack or Storage Table
Its wedge shape perfectly fits in between the sofas and curved benches. 
For bowlers it’s easier to access house balls or find space for their personal 
items. It also helps to avoid congestion in the bowler’s area, providing a 
clean look and better bowler experience.

Perfect for eating and drinking. 
Ideal for staying and  playing. 
Customers who feel relaxed and at home will stay and play longer, plus 
spend more on food and beverages. Harmony furniture can easily be 
rearranged to promote all these activities, maximizing your bowlers’ 
comfort and their in-center experience.

Exclusive Modular Coffee Table
Harmony coffee tables can be split for a smaller, more personal setting, or 
re-arranged into different table shapes.

Exclusive Arrow Personal Table
This table fits perfectly between sofas or curved benches together with the 
Wedge Table. It can also serve as a personal table with a variable height.

The Harmony Furniture Collection
Durability, style and functionality
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Harmony Layouts and Layout Reconfigurations Collection

Infinity 9’

Infinity 12’

Infinity 15’

Synergy 9’ Synergy 12’ Synergy 15’ Infinity 15’ Synergy 15’ Energy 15’

Infinity 9’ Synergy 9’ Energy 9’

Infinity 12’ Synergy 12’ Energy 12’

Energy 9’ Energy 12’ Energy 15’
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Ball returns can be a safety hazard for bowlers and a liability for you. Ball return hoods can be hard to clean. Ball lifts can 
be a challenge to access. And, control buttons can be an unwanted temptation for kids.

But QubicaAMF has the perfect solution—the Harmony Ball Return system.

Welcome to the Next Generation
The Harmony Hood and Rack system is the safest and most compact and stylish solution ever seen on a bowling lane—and 
also the most sophisticated thanks to state-of-the-art technology and electronics designed to fit your needs.

Exclusive Features
• An ergonomic design to keep your customer’s hands away from any moving parts
• Opto-electronic sensors stop motors if an object or hand is inserted in to the ball exit area for maximum safety
• Auto Motor Start, so the motor stars only when balls arrives for increased energy efficiency and reduced electrical 

consumption
• Compact design for minimal congestion, and more space for your bowlers, on the approach
• Hard, smooth surfacing for improved durability and cleaning
• Quick access hood for easy maintenance

Hood and Rack

Conversion Available
The Harmony Ball Return System
Durability, style and functionality

Hard, smooth surfacing offers improved durability 
and cleaning

The drive motor is mounted above the lane, for 
easy access and maintenance

Harmony  Ball Return Hood has fast and easy access 
for minimal effort maintenance 

The New Harmony Ball Return Hood is 
ergonomically designed to keep customer’s hands 
away from any moving parts

With New Auto Start Technology the motor 
starts only when a ball arrives, reducing electrical 
consumption by 70% on average 

The upper rack holds 12 balls, and the optional lower 
rack can hold an additional 10 balls

The New Harmony Ball Return Hood has keyed 
access and can be removed with minimal effort

New Opto-Electronic Sensors stop the motors if an 
object or hand is inserted into the ball exit area

Compact design for minimal congestion and more 
space for your bowlers, on the approach
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The right masking can set off your center.

Designed to complement our Harmony furniture and ball return lines, the Harmony Masking Collection features cool new 
graphics that will help make your center the go-to destination for great entertainment.

Only Harmony provides modular furniture elements, masking graphics and hood and rack options, in coordinated color 
combinations, so you can build layouts to fit the unique style of your center.

The Harmony Masking Collection
Show a unique sense of style.
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ENTROPY RED LOWER ENTROPY GREEN LOWER

ENTROPY LAVENDER LOWER ENTROPY GRAY LOWER

ENTROPY RED UPPER ENTROPY GREEN UPPER

ENTROPY LAVENDER UPPER ENTROPY GRAY UPPER
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SKYLINE RED LOWER SKYLINE GREEN LOWER

SKYLINE BLUE LOWER ELEMENTS BLUE LOWER

SKYLINE RED UPPER SKYLINE GREEN UPPER

SKYLINE BLUE UPPER ELEMENTS BLUE UPPER
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ELEMENTS AMBER LOWER ELEMENTS SIENNA LOWER

ELEMENTS GREEN LOWER TECHNO BLUE LOWER

ELEMENTS AMBER UPPER ELEMENTS SIENNA UPPER

ELEMENTS GREEN UPPER TECHNO BLUE UPPER
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TECHNO BRONZE LOWER MAZE YELLOW LOWER

TECHNO GREEN LOWER MAZE VIOLET LOWER

TECHNO BRONZE UPPER MAZE YELLOW UPPER

TECHNO GREEN UPPER MAZE VIOLET UPPER
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MAZE CAMOUFLAGE LOWER OLYMPICS GREEN LOWER

OLYMPICS GRAY LOWER GALAXY RED LOWER

MAZE CAMOUFLAGE UPPER OLYMPICS GREEN UPPER

OLYMPICS GRAY UPPER GALAXY RED UPPER
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GALAXY BLUE LOWER GALAXY LAVENDER LOWER

GALAXY GREEN LOWER GALAXY GOLD LOWER

GALAXY BLUE UPPER GALAXY LAVENDER UPPER

GALAXY GREEN UPPER GALAXY GOLD UPPER
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PAPERBOWL BLACK & WHITE LOWER THEATER LOWER

PAPERBOWL BLACK & COLORS LOWER MANHATTAN LOWER

PAPERBOWL BLACK & WHITE UPPER THEATER UPPER

PAPERBOWL BLACK & COLORS UPPER MANHATTAN UPPER
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WAVE LOWER HARING LOWER

KANDINSKY LOWER MONDRIAN LOWER

WAVE UPPER HARING UPPER

KANDINSKY UPPER MONDRIAN UPPER
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FOREST LOWER SILKWAY LOWER

RIVERSIDE LOWER PARTYBOWL LOWER

FOREST UPPER SILKWAY UPPER

RIVERSIDE UPPER PARTYBOWL UPPER
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MEMPHIS LOWER CRAYON LOWER

CHICAGO LOWER BOWLBOARD LOWER

MEMPHIS UPPER CRAYON UPPER

CHICAGO UPPER BOWLBOARD UPPER
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POSTCARD LOWER

POSTCARD UPPER

SILHOUETTE LOWER

SILHOUETTE UPPER

ELECTRICITY LOWER

ELECTRICITY UPPER

CLASSIC LOWER

CLASSIC UPPER
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With Harmony from QubicaAMF, it’s never been easier to complement the style and atmosphere of your entire center with 
coordinating furniture, masking and ball returns.
Investing in the color concept in a bowling center means:
• Working to give the center a value that will make the facility “come to life”
• To make an effort to choose the color(s) that is right for the each space
• To compensate for issues relating to artificial light with the appropriate selection of lights and colors

Choose from 12 “expert” color schemes.
Whatever layout you envision for the functional areas of your center, there’s a Harmony color combination to help you 
create just the right look—without starting from scratch, whether you are doing this project in-house or working with an 
architect or an interior designer.

Mix and Match
QubicaAMF makes it easy to create your own unique look by mixing and matching elements
from any one of the standard Harmony color schemes.

Customize your Colors
Have a different vision or an especially distinctive style? No problem.
Your QubicaAMF representative will be happy to discuss a fully customized Harmony color
solution.

Colorful, Visual Appeal
Synch up with the style of your center.
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Bring your center to life

Today’s customers are immersed in a world of feature films, live sporting events, the latest video games. Now you can 
bring that same exciting experience into your center with the Video MASQ System from QubicaAMF.

Superior to standard systems, these high-definition displays enhance image clarity and vividness. Flexible operation lets 
you deploy only the screens you want. Plus, the system is designed to fully integrate with the MASQ unit and totally 
exceed your expectations. 

Ceiling Mountable Video MASQ Screens
For those desiring bring the excitement of video and 
media to their center without purchasing the complete 
MASQ unit with video screen integrated, we offer the 
video MASQ screen in a ceiling mountable version.
 
Commercial-Grade High-Definition Projectors
We offer several styles of projectors to choose from. All 
of our projectors are commercial grade, high definition 
projectors that will provide the kind of high-impact high-
def entertainment your customers demand.

A Streamlined, Fully Integrated Design
The Video MASQ projector screen is custom designed to 
integrate with the MASQ unit, eliminating complexity and 
guesswork. Video MASQ screens are motorized and are 
raised and lowered using a control switch behind the front 
desk. 

16:9 Aspect Ratio
Our Video MASQ screens are 16:9 high definition format, 
ideal for watching widescreen high-definition video 
without unsightly blank bars above and below the image.  

Enhanced Clarity 
QubicaAMF Video MASQ screens incorporate a special 
“high-gain” coating that works with the projector to 
deliver eye-opening clarity.  

Smooth Screen-To-Screen Transition 
There’s only a minimal 2.75” black border between 
consecutive Video MASQ screens. So when your 
customers look from lane to lane, all they’ll see is one 
span of vibrant video.
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Light & Sound Systems
Increase the entertainment experience in your center

QubicaAMF sets the standard in light and sound systems 
for the bowling industry by delivering innovative designs 
that help you create dynamic environments within your 
center and provide your customers with a unique bowling 
experience.

New Designs
QubicaAMF works with you to create a light and sound 
package specific to your business and the environment 
you want to create. We keep current with the latest in 
lighting and sound technology products, so we can offer 
you the state-of-the-art.   

Design Integration With Existing Systems
If you have existing light and sound equipment in your 
center that you want to continue to use, and have 
integrated with newer equipment we can help. In 
addition, we can usually repair older light and sound 
products that are broken or not working properly.

Ease Of Use
The systems we design are user friendly and 
programmable. Managers can create (and password 
protect) different “shows” to run at different times; like 
evening and weekend “shows” that run in the manager’s 
absence.
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The New Highway66
The ultimate mini bowling experience 

QubicaAMF’s new Highway66 takes 
the world’s best-selling mini bowling 
attraction ever—and makes it better, 
delivering— 

• The ultimate in attractive mini bowling themes
 for the visual appeal to “wow” your customers while 

matching your center’s style

• The ultimate in lane experience for every customer

• The ultimate in quality plus hassle-free maintenance 
and operation

 to help you to keep costs under control 

Now, let’s take a closer look at each these benefits—

Mini bowling offers all the excitement of traditional 
bowling in a scaled down version that fits your existing 
space and business model, serving as a beacon for all 
types of customers.

- It’s fun
- It’s social
- It comfortable and suites all ages
- It’s great for groups and team-building
- It’s easy to maintain

Not all attractions in today’s entertainment landscape are 
equal. Some have less impact on your guests.
Some are better in terms of being fun for all ages, for 
socialization or ease of use. Only the new Highway66
delivers on all of these elements at the same time.

Highway66 MonsterKids
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The New Highway66 delivers—
The ultimate in attractive mini bowling themes

Today’s customers have come to expect a stunning visual experience. So prepare to blow them away. The new Highway66 
lets you choose from a variety of exclusive masking and lane graphic themes. One is sure to fit the look and feel of your 
center, while providing the visual appeal that keeps people coming in, and coming back for more.

Customers of all ages will fall in love with this totally unique mini bowling attraction. With no special equipment to buy, 
or dedicated staff needed, along with hassle-free maintenance, Highway66 will have you speeding toward unparalleled 
revenues and profitability.
 
The new Highway66 is all about fun. It’s a magnet for customers, and a real money-maker, too. But it’s also a serious 
investment. Thanks to QubicaAMF’s 30 years of bowling and mini bowling entertainment expertise you can rest easy 
knowing you’ll be getting a great return on that investment plus a low total cost of ownership.
 
Expect nothing but the best—from QubicaAMF
The new Highway66 has been manufactured and tested to withstand the tough play bowlers can often dish out, and is made 
using the same robust construction and quality of our traditional bowling solution. Parts last longer. Maintenance is easier. 
And you’ll have more money left for other areas of your business.

New Highway66 HD Scoring-
The ultimate in lane experience

Offering nonstop thrills and player interaction—with 
tricky stops and bonuses along the way, the Ten Pin
Tour game has always been a huge part of what makes 
Highway66 an irresistible mini bowling attraction.
The new Highway66 HD Scoring system takes that 
perennial favorite to whole new level with HD video, 

so you can give players the kind of eye-popping digital 
entertainment they expect and demand.
Setup is easy. Plus, you can control the ticket payout 
depending on player skill, the maximum number of
players, time per game, or the maximum number of 
balls.
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Introducing The Suite Spot
The ultimate attraction to maximize group and party business

The Suite Spot combines all that’s appealing, fun, social and comfortable about traditional bowling into a unique attraction, 
helping you grow your business, drive more revenue, and take your group and party business to new
heights of profitability.

Unlike any other attraction, it is uniquely designed to combine:

 The ultimate unique, relaxing and social environment
 Quite simply, The Suite Spot is designed to wow your customers, 

exceed their expectations and make their experience more 
comfortable, relaxing and social than ever.

 • Exclusive Suite Spot Indulgence Themes
 • Exclusive Highway66 Entertainment Themes
 • Exclusive Harmony Modular Reconfigurable Furniture

 The ultimate in state-of-the-art on-lane mini bowling 
entertainment

 Most customers know the game of bowling. But with the new 
Highway66, you have the chance to show them a whole new 
mini bowling experience. Highway66 is the perfect venue for 
fun, socialization and team-building.

 The ultimate in sales and marketing training and coaching for 
your staff

 With The Suite Spot you’ll have the training and support you 
need to help you grow your business and maximize your return 
on investment.

The Suite Spot is ideal for attracting group and party business—making it the perfect addition to your facility.
www.amusement.qubicaamf.com
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The third biggest reason recreational bowlers stop bowling 
is due to broken nails, blisters and fatigue. This could spoil 
any bowler’s fun leaving you short a game or two and 
possibly hinder repeat business. 

Designed to speed ball selection, increase turnover and 
revenue, the Smart Ball System includes color coordinated 
balls with the weights engraved on both sides, a fitting 
desk chart and the exclusive fitting ball with stand.

QubicaAMF’s patent pending, exclusive bevel is 50% larger 
than competitors. This speeds selection, increases comfort 
and reduces hand fatigue-making the bowler experience 
and accuracy even better. Maybe they’ll stay and bowl an 
extra game or two!

Smart Ball System With Comfort Fit Grip™
The world’s most comfortable house ball system

1.  Get Fitted...
2.  Select your ball...
3.  ...and you’re on the lanes!

50% More Bevel
100% More Comfort

TYPICAL
BALL

COMFORT
FIT GRIP™
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Rental Shoes
Put your bowlers in our comfortable rental shoes and watch them bowl longer

Your bowlers will appreciate our rental shoes for their comfort, quality and style. You’ll like the value and versatility. All 
of our rental shoes have rugged 360 genuine Goodyear welt construction, heavy-duty glow laces and glow eyelets, and a 
padded collar. 

For better inventory control and flexibility, all our rental shoes are prominently marked on the heel with both men’s and 
women’s sizes for easier substitution by staff.

PREMIUM
Available in Men’s sizes 5 - 18 & Women’s sizes 5 - 12. 
1 year warranty.

VELCRO®
Available in Unisex Adult sizes 5-14, Youth sizes 1-4.5, and 
Children sizes 6-13

Rental Shoe Construction Features:

UPPERS:
• Premium shoe - Full grain cowhide 
• Velcro shoes - Durable cowhide

LINING:
• PVC to prevent cracking and increase resistance to 

shoe sprays

GLOW LACES:
• Work boot quality laces

GLOW EYELETS:
• Low carbon steel: higher strength to prevent 

pulling through

HEEL:
• High grade rubber ensures less marking
• Consistent slide

GOODYEAR WELT:
• Genuine Goodyear welt
• Shoe industry standard
• 360° stitched & glued

SECURITY DEVICE:
• Standard on all Premium shoes – works with 

Sensomatic® door sensor
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When pins crash and fall, registers ring and bowling centers thrive. 

Our AMFlite II continues to shatter tournament records. Our AMFlite Pinnacle tops the industry.  

Our colored pins  and birthday pins get more vibrant and creative year after year.  And our trophy pins are treasured by all.

Pins
Qubicaamf is recognized as the world’s leading manufacturer 
of high scoring, incredibly durable and extremely attractive pins.

AMFlite II Pins
The standard of excellence against
which all other pins are measured. 

100% kiln-dried, these are the most durable, highest-
scoring pins on the market, shattering one tournament 
record after another.  

Strictly premium-quality, they feature our exclusive 
compression-molded construction, which results in a 
larger wooden core that extends pin life and boosts 
scoring.  

They offer a patented lock-in base that stays in place for 
the life of the pin to reduce sliding.  
And they’re finished with a custom topcoat for longer life, 
an improved appearance and better performance in all 
machines. 
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Colored Pins 

Colored pins offer one of the easiest, most effective 
marketing opportunities available to your center. And 
QubicaAMF provides the most dazzling multi-hued array 
of pins in the business—perfect for glow-in-dark Xtreme™ 
bowling environments. Bowlers like the excitement and 
diversity. And operators like you appreciate the traditional 
durability you’ve come to expect. 

Custom Logo Pins

Looking to set your center apart? Have special guests 
or a special event you want to commemorate? Consider 
ordering QubicaAMF custom logo pins. We’ll imprint 
either birthday and award pins at no extra charge with 
a minimum order of just 10 sets. It’s a great idea—and a 
great value too!

Bowlopolis®* Pins

QubicaAMF is your only source for logoed pins designed 
to enhance your Bowlopolis® program and complement 
our Bowler Entertainment System, BES X. Trust us. Kids 
adore them. And so will you when you book all that repeat 
business!

* Must be a Bowlopolis® Registered BPAA customer to purchase.
  Bowlopolis® is a registered trademark of the Bowling Proprietors’ Association of America and the United States Bowling Congress, Inc. Bowlopolis 

available in USA only.

EXCLUSIVE

Birthday Pins 

Birthday bowling is one of the fastest growing promotions 
in the industry.  So why not present a great keepsake for 
the guest of honor, and a terrific new revenue stream 
for your business?  Choose from an entry-level pin, 
multi-colored logo pin, or QubicaAMF Themed Birthday 
Pins tied to the BES X Bowler Entertainment System 
environments—Oceano, Prehistorica or Fairy Tales. 
Birthday Pins are made from a refurbished core 
and recoated in Surlyn. We can even customize the 
reverse side with your center logo to remind bowlers to 
come back to your center again!  

Pinnacle pins 

As the name implies, Pinnacle is our top-of-the-line pin, 
made with only straight-grain white maple, and inspired 
by a 30-year legacy of success with our best-selling 
AMFlite II series.

They feature 50% more Surlyn in the ball impact area 
to reduce core compression and extend pin life, plus a 
specially formulated lock-in base to reduce sliding. They 
come with a two-year or 10,000-game warranty, assuring 
you of a solid long-term investment. 

Trophy Pins 

Available in clear or colored styles, trophy pins have a far 
greater ‘wow’ factor than more traditional prizes, are an 
excellent promotional opportunity when customized with 
your center name, a sponsor’s name or corporate logo, 
and make a fascinating conversation piece.  

Be sure to give the award that keeps them talking about 
your place—long after they roll the last ball.

PINNACLE (N):

the highest level 
or degree attainable: 

“The Peak of Perfection”
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WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS
8100 AMF Drive - Mechanicsville, VA 23111 - USA - Tel. +1 (804) 569-1000 - Fax: +1 (804) 559-8650 - Toll free 1-866-460-QAMF (7263)

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
Via della Croce Coperta, 15 - 40128 Bologna - Italy - Tel.+39 (051) 4192-611 - Fax +39 (051) 4192-602

www.qubicaamf.com - info@qubicaamf.com


